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Many thanks to Alan and Linda for inviting me to the Bedford this year.  I had some delightful cats to 

judge including some nice British exhibits and some super Burmese  - breeds that I get only 

occasionally but which I really enjoy judging. 
 

Russian Blue Adult Male 

 
To be considered for BOB only 

 

BOND-WONNEBERGER’S GR. CH. FURBELL STARGAZER (16a) M 3.3.08  Russian boy of 
excellent type overall, just let down a little today on his coat and rather lean flanks and spine line – 

which often happens with young and keen working boys.  Quite large well set ears.  Short wedge with 

good whisker pads and good width to the muzzle.  Almond shaped eyes set on a slight slant and of 

very good green colour.  Head is very well balanced.  Flat skull, good angle with a slight concave 
slope to his nose.  Level bite and good chin.  Long tapered tail just a couple of very faint rings at the 

tip.  Mid blue colour to coat with a good overall silvery sheen.  Coat is sound and feels soft and fine.  

I have seen his coat much better so I am sure it is just the time of year and hormones!  Long legs and 
neat oval paws.  Lovely Russian expression and a super friendly nature. 

 

Russian Blue Adult Female 
 

1
st
 & BOB BANDY’S CH. TROIKA VASILISA (16a) F 17.9.08    Nice Russian look to this 

female.  Quite large ears, almost vertically set (just a fraction wide).  Almond shaped eyes of good 

green colour.  Short wedge with prominent whisker pads – muzzle of good width even without the 
addition of the whisker pads.  Flat skull, angle, nose is short but just a little straight.  Level bite and 

good chin.  Mid blue coat, slightly paler at roots, even in colour, dense and plushy with a soft texture.  

Balanced length tapered tail with a few faint tail rings at the tip.  A very relaxed and friendly girl. 
 

2
ND

  BANDY’S CH.TROIKA SHEREMETEVA (16a) F 12.10.07  Another nice girl 

although she didn’t want to hold her ears correctly today.  Ears could be larger for balance and they 

are set just a little wide apart.  Very short wedge with good muzzle width showing some whisker 
pads.   Almond shaped eyes of quite good green.  She has a really gentle expression.  Flat skull, fair 

angle to slightly straight nose which also has a tiny bump.  Level bite although chin falls away a little.  

Coat has a fine, soft texture and is sound.  Has fair degree of plushiness.  Tapered tail just a little thick 
at the base and showing faint tail rings.  Friendly girl who handled well. 

 

3
RD

  NOBLE’S LARKSONG MOOMOOSHKA (16a) F 15.7.09  The youngest in the 
class being just 9 days over 9 months of age.  A very pretty girl with a sweet expression, mainly just 

showing the faults of her immaturity at the moment.  Very well set ears (in fact the best of the 3 

ladies!)  Short wedge although I would prefer her muzzle to have a little more width, almond shaped 

eyes when relaxed although tending to round them a lot of the time.  Eyes a little small but of 
excellent vivid deep green.  Good whisker pads.  She is a dainty girl and needs to muscle up.  Overall 

good Russian expression to her head.  Flat skull, angle could be better defined.  Nose a little straight.  

Level bite although chin could be stronger.  Mid blue coat colour, still showing a little “tipping” at the 
ends of the hair.  Coat lacks density at the moment. 

 

Blue Abyssinian Kitten 
 

1
ST

 & BOB PATEY’S SILVERSMOKE FLASHGORDON (23c) M 9.9.09  Large ears which 

are set wide apart, have furry inner edges and follow the lines of his moderate wedge.  Large, 

expressive eyes, set well apart with a slight oriental set – amber in colour.  Head is gently contoured 
and with a slightly rounded muzzle.  Slight nose break.  Level bite and firm chin.  Lithe and muscular 

body and limbs.  Very long tapered tail with blue tip.  Short blue hocks.  Broken necklet which is very 



faint.  Coat texture a little soft at the moment.  Slightly heavier line of ticking along the spine.  

Ticking in the main good but still to fully develop.  Dark pink nose leather.  Pigmentation lines on 
head.  Most of his undercoat is a pinky mushroom colour, just slightly colder on lower back but 

generally very good indeed.  Texture is also better on his lower back.  Delightful temperament and 

very happy to be handled. 

 
 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

AC Abyssinian Breeders Adult 

 

1
st  

  DARBY’S GR. CH. SILVERSMOKE SPINDRIFT (23c) F 21.11.07  Quite large 
ears which following the lines of the wedge well.  Large eyes which are rounded almond in shape, set 

well apart  – green in colour, slight oriental setting.  Nice gently contoured moderate wedge.  Wide 

between the ears.  Slightly rounded muzzle.  Short, close lying coat with a lovely warm overall colour.  

Excellent pinky mushroom colour to her undercoat.  Distinctly ticked.  Good blue colour half way up 
the hocks and blue tail tip.  Handled well although a little “frisky” when returned to her pen today. 

 

AV Aristocrat Adult 
 

1
ST

  BRIDGES’ SANLIS JUST CRUZIN’ (27) M 8.5.09  A very nice boy of excellent 

size and weight for his 11+ months.  Good Burmese “look”.  Head is a short wedge with good width 
across the cheekbones.  Short nose, distinct break.  Level bite and deep chin although it slopes back a 

little.  Medium sized, broad based ears, rounded tips, outer  line of the ears continues the shape of the 

upper face.  Good depth to head.  Lovely, short, satin-like texture to close lying coat.  Rich warm, 

glossy coat.  Friendly boy who handled well. 
 

2
ND

  BEESLY’S IOLANTHE SNOWFLAKE (39) F 16.3.09  British SH Tipped.  Good 

round face with full cheeks.  Fairly small neat ears with rounded tips.  Large, round well opened green 
eyes.  Short, broad straight nose.  Level bite and good firm chin.  Medium length coat, dense and fair 

texture.  Evenly distributed black tipping and near white undercoat.  Slight tail rings.  Brick red nose 

leather.  Handled very well and in super condition. 

 
3

RD
  MERCIER-SAUNDERS SPARKLESPOTS PRINCE SUNSET (76 20) M 15.2.09 

 

AC Abyssinian Non-Breeders Kitten 
 

1
ST

  PATEY’S SILVERSMOKE FLASHGORDON (23c) M 9.9.09 

 
2

ND
  DAVISON’S ABFABABY MISTER PUSSINI (23e) M 25.10.09  Young boy who 

is still developing.  Slender and elegant body.  Overall head a little narrow.  Large ears which are well 

set following the outer line of the wedge.  Nose is rather straight and he was disinclined to have his 

bite checked.  Eyes slightly round – amber in colour.  Faint double broken necklets.  Coat is short, 
fine and close lying.  Good tufts on ears.  Distinctly ticked coat which is a warm fawn colour overall – 

base hair creamy. 

 

AV Foreign Neuter 

 

1
ST

  HUMMERSTON’S CH & IGPR CHRISAN CAMELOTT (33 31s) MN 3.7.06  
Cornish Rex boy who was looking good today.  Excellent size and weight – super condition.  Lovely 

large “mussel-shell” shaped ears set rather high and with rounded tops.  Flat skull curving gently at 

the brow to an almost straight nose.  Long body and long straight legs.  Oval paws.  Short, silky well 

rippled coat.  Long tapered tail which is well covered.  Wavy whiskers and eyebrows.  He is such a 
delight to judge – the perfect Cornish gentleman. 

 



2
nd

  MCRAE & GABB’S  CH & GR. PR RUSHBROOKE KAHLUA OVER ICE 
(68) FN 5.12.07  Black Tiffanie of good size and weight.  Short, broad wedge head and a good 
“expression”  Fine, silky medium length coat.  Flows nicely down her sides and flanks.  Ears are well 

set and tufted.  Slight ruff around the neck.  Level bite and good chin.  Amber eye colour.  Paws are 

rounded with tufted toes.  Full plume like tail. 

 
3

rd
  LEE’S GR. PR. KALUKIKATZ ARABESQUE (76 20) FN 1.3.05 

 

EX3RD KENNARD’S RAJIQUE MISS MARBLE (76 20) FN 24.5.06 
 

AC Russian, Korat or Thai Non-BreedersNeuter 

 
1

st
  NOBLE’S GR. CH & GR. PR TROIKA AURORA (16a) FN 3.5.02  Russian 

female neuter with a very nice Russian look.  Short wedge – good head width.  Large, vertically set 

ears.  Good whisker pads.  Head proportions are very well balanced. Lovely deep green eyes even at 

over 7 years of age.  Eyes are almond in shape and well set.    Good size and weight.  Excellent 
condition.  Mid blue, totally sound coat which is really dense and plush.  Long, tapered tail – faint 

rings at the end.  Level bite.  Flat skull, angle just there.  Nose is short although a bit straight. 

 

AC Abyssinian Breeders Neuter 

 

1
ST

  DAVISON’S PUSSINI REDOLFO (23a) MN 1.9.08  Sorrell Aby boy who was a 
little nervous.  Good rich lustrous copper colour overall with chocolate ticking.  Very bright apricot 

undercoat.  Coat texture on his back perhaps just a shade course – texture better on sides and front.  

Double broken necklet.  Clear facial pigmentation lines.  Head a little long. Slight muzzle indentation.  

Nose is longish and rather straight.  Level bite and good chin. 
 

AV Not from Bedford Neuter Male 

 
1

st
  BESWICK’S GR. PR. MAINMAN LEONARDO (27) MN 6.4.07  A lovely Brown 

Burmese gentleman.  Excellent head, really typically Burmese expression.  Short nose with distinct 

break.  Bite level although some missing teeth.  Good chin.  Good tail shape.  Short, close lying coat 

gleaming with health.  Warm seal brown colour to coat.   
 

2
nd

  NICHOLS’ GR. PR. CURLU NEO (79s15d) MN 19.4.08  Selkirk Rex boy – a big 

lad who handled beautifully.  Very thick and dense coat.  Large, round head with jowls.  Short nose.  
Square look to muzzle.  Not opening his eyes fully.  Neat ears which fit into the shape of the head.  

Thick tail.  Well waved coat. 

 
3

rd
  BUIST’S GR. PR. ADMEWBU BILBOAGGINS (27) MN 10.5.02 

 

AV Not from Bedford Neuter Female 

 
1

st
  BRIDGES’ UK & IGCH AND PR. ADTEU TRINITY (27) FN 3.4.03  My last cat 

of the day and what a charmer – I fell in love with her!  A senior lady with great presence – handles 

like a dream and was so purry and friendly.  Lovely Burmese head type – short, broad wedge.  Level 
bite and good firm chin.  Well set ears with rounded tips.  Lovely eye shape and set.  Well shaped tail 

of balanced length.  Short, glossy coat which gleams like silk – rich warm seal brown.  A privilege to 

judge. 
 

2
nd

  BANDY’S GR. CH & PR. TROIKA MARIA MOREVNA (16a) FN 8.6.00  A 

Russian favourite of mine, also a senior lady of almost 10 years of age.  A gentle girl in super 

condition.  Let down just a little by her coat today which could have more density.  Very short wedge, 
showing some whisker pads.  Fair angle.  Slight break to her nose.  Level bite and perfect teeth.  Good 

chin.  Well set ears of fair size. 



 

3
rd

  LEE’S GR. PR. KALUKIKATZ ARABESQUE (76 20) FN 1.3.05 
 

 

 


